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Abstract 
An automated robotic workcell to classify hazardous 

waste stream items with previously unknown 
characteristics has been designed, tested and demonstrated. 
The object attributes being quantified are radiation 
signature, metal content, and object orientation and 
volume. Tlie multi sensor information is used to make 
segregation decisions plus do automatic grasping of 
objects. The workcell control program uses an off-line 
programming system by Cimetrix Inc. as a server to do 
both simulation control as well as actual hardware control 
of the workcell. This paper will discuss the overall 
workcell layout, sensor specifications, workcetl 
supervisory control, 20 vision based automated grasp 
planning and object classification algorithms. 

Introduction 
The Automation and Robotics Group in the Advanced 

Process Technology program at Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory has successfully demonstrated an 
automated multisensor based robotic woi^cell for 
hazardous waste characterization. The robot within this 
workcell uses feedback from radiation sensors, metal 
detectors, object profile scanners, and a 2D vision system 
to automatically segregate objects based on their 
properties. A fuzzy logic classification algorithm was 
derived but not implemented on this version. This effort 
was in support of the Wasle Facilities Operations OVFO) 
program of the Department of Energy's (DOE) Robotics 
Technology Development Program (RTDP). The focus of 
this effort is to develop, demonstrate, test and evaluate 
robotics technology for existing and planned DOE waste 
facilities for storing, characterizing and/ur repackaging 
radioactive, hazardous and/or mixed waste. The objective 
of die Waste Facilities Operations (WFO) program is to 
provide technologies which 'emove humans from bodi 
radiologically and physically dangerous environments in 
waste facilities, improve the quality of operations, 
increase the speed of operations, reduce the manpower 
requirements for operations, reduce life-cycle costs and 
meet federal, slate and local regulations. 

*Tbis work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. 
DOE by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 
Livennore. California under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-
48. 

Workcell Layout 
The workcell has as its centerpiece a six degree-of-

freedom PUMA 562 robot. The sensors being used to 
characterize these previously unknown objects are and 
optical profile scanner, a sodium iodide (Nal) radiation 
detector, a metal detector, a high purity germanium 
(HPGe) radiation detector and a 2D binocular vision 
system. The items that are being characterized are a mock-
up HEPA filter wiUi Thorium impregnated welding rods, 
plastic booties with Coleman lantern mantles that contain 
Thorium plus a quarter-sized cobalt-60 source, metal 
wrenches with a sealed Cesium 137 source, a beta gamma 
meter, and a Tantulum crucible with a Thorium source. 
These objects were chosen because they represented typical 
waste stream items as defined by their presence in the 
inventory of barrels of different content codes. ( Content 
codes being the list of possible items in a given barrel 
from a specific waste generating site) See Figure 1 for 
workcell layout. 

Figure 1, Automated Robotic Workcell 

Sensor Systems 
T;> characterize waste items during scrap sorting 

operations, we implemented two types of radiation sensors 
and a metal detector. This arrangement of sensors 
provided a capability to detect both ferrous and nor -ferrous 
metals and to identify and characterize objects tiiat were 
radioactive while sustaining adequate sample throughputs. 



For rapid detection and characterization of gamma-
radiation in the v,aste stream, we implemented a sodium 
iodide CNal) detector, see Fig. 2. Nal detectors are well 
suited for a go/no-go qualitative measurement of 
radioactivity or for quantifying simple known mixtures, 
The Nal detector was placed above the conveyor bell and 
could be raised or lowtred to die objects in die waste 
stream. The spectral data was acquired by a muluvhannel 
analyzer ami integrated in regions where we anticipated 
gamma energies to be located due to various sources in die 
waste stream, as shown in Fig. 3. If die area in a given 
region reached a level above tie background activity, we 
determined die item to be radioactive. In a more general 
case for in-stream use. we would analyze each spectral 
peak that appeared above ihe background level and 
determine the presence of gamma-radiation in real time. 

Figure 2. Nal Detector Scanning Waste 
Object 
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Figure 3. Gamma Spectrum 

If an object was found to be radioactive, we used a 
high purity germanium detector <HPGe) to obtain detailed 
quantitative nuclide information. The detector was 
positioned off the main conveyor stream to maximize 
sample throughput. An HPGe detector was placed above 
die item to be surveyed, see Fig. 4. The item was rotated 
during the analysis to reduce uncertainties associated wifii 
uneven geometries and the potential for absorption of 
gamma-rays by the waste item. The gamma spectrum in 
Fig. 3 was measured by a multi-channel analyzer and 
interpreted using peak-finding and nuclide identification 
software in real time. A gamma-ray library was created 
using only nuclides expected to be found in the waste 
stream. An ASCII file containing the nuclides found, the 
activity level, and uncertainty in the identification process 
was sent to the control computer. This file was 
interpreted and sent to me workceU operator. 

For metal detection we used a simple detector, 18" 
long by 6" wide which can be raised or lowered above the 
conveyor belt. The detector was sensitive to bom ferrous 
and non-ferrous metals and was set up lo identify moving 
objects, suitable for rapid conveyor-based operations. A 
scalar signal was sent from die detector to the control 
computer which interpreted the data for the operator. 

Figure 4. HPGe Detector 

2D Vision System 
To determine object position and orientation for 

automated grasping purposes after the radiation and metal 
detection data has been acquired a 2D vision system is 
used. Two cameras are mounted above me table to create 
a stereo view of the work cell. The cameras are mounted 
approximately two meters above the table, and have a field 
of view of approximately 2 meters by 2 meters. The 
images are captured and processed on a SUN 
SPARCitation-2. The image resolution is 5IG-by-4S0. 



The slereo images are registered pixel-by-pixel using 
an efficient stereo vision algorithm. A dense 3D range 
map is generated by triangulating the registered pixels. 
Potential grasp locations for each object are generated by 
analyzing the shape of a two-dimensional projection of the 
top-view of the object. Locations around the handle, or 
near the center of mass of the object are considered 
suitable for grasping using a parallel gripper. The lesult 
of this analysis is used to generate information such as 
position, height, width, and orientation for executing the 
grasping task. 

The experimental result shows high accuracy in the 
range estimation. The overall accuracy on the plane 
perpendicular to the cameras' line of sight is within 2mm. 
and 5mm along the line of sight. The total cpu time 
required, fox generaJLuig, the. ya&niag, ictConaatiflo. is 
approximately 70 seconds for four objects. The 
computation time is proportional to the number of objects 
to be handled. 

This experiment is an integration of camera 
calibration, stereo registration, shape analysis and grasp 
planning. Algorithms used for camera calibration and 
image segmentation follow existing methods. Our 
approach to stereo registration is different from most of 
the existing methods. It is efficient and highly 
parallelizable. Grasp planning at this point is a simple 
decision tree that matches the dynamic range of grippcrs to 
the size of die objects. 

Gr^sp Analysis 
Because the objects in the sample waste stream are 

small, not too tall, and the bag handles are always placed 
parallel to the table, a simple shape analysis of tht 2D 
image of the depth map can be used to determine an 
"optimum" grasp location with the gripper oriented 
parallel tahle. First we compute a euclidean distance map 
from tiit IE- pit̂ tctiOTi Of tiit teptii -map tsee Figure 5"j 
utilizing the fast raster scan algorithm presented in [2]. A 
skeleton is then generated by locating generalized local 
maxima in the distance map as discussed in [3]. 
Associated with each skeleton point is a vector pouting 
to die closest image point not contained in the object 
region. This orientation information is used to identify 
symmetric skeleton points (see Figure 5) widi respect to 
the object region boundary. Utilizing information about 
the current available grippers, a grasp feature vector is 
then computed for each symmetric skeleton point 
consisting of positional information, a grasp si2e, a 
parallel boundary deviation measurement, and the distance 
from die object region centroid. Finally, a specified 
op'.iinality criteria is used to choose an optimal giasp. 
The current criteria used consists of first only considering 
grasps within die range of die current grippers and with 
parallel deviations less than a specified maximum. Of 
those, die grasp which minimizes a weighted average of 
parallel deviation and distance from centroid is chosen as 
die optimal grasp. In practice, we often divide die current 
^Yippfĉ  WAO w«i groups,, (U wft'itt gripy^s TRA {V> to^t 

grippers. We then find a grasp for each group. For the 
current objects, this often gives a large grasp about the 
center of mass and a small grasp about the bag handle as 
shown in Figure 6. 

to <M 
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Figure 5. (a) 2D gray-scale image of depth 
map (b) 2D euclidean distance map (c) 2D 
Symmetric skeleton 

Fuzzy Set Classifier 
The waste classification and sorting system is 

designed to ulilize all of die information available to it in 
an optimum manner. This includes bom die known a-
priori data concerning die contents c>f a particular barrel 
and die data garnered by the sensors on line. We have 
developed an expert system based on fuzzy logic to fuse 
the data from die sensors and mafce die classification 
decisions. The rules of Uie fuzzy classifier are adjusted 
according to die content codes of die barrel being 
processed. 

Presently, the system instruments include an 
optical profiler, gamma spectrometer, metal detector, force 
sensor (for weight), and machine vision system. From 
diese measurements we can infer size, density^ metal 



content, and radiation content. Then, using the rule base, 
determine if the object is lead, steel, plastics, and other 

Figure 6. Two possible parallel grasp 
orientations 

light materials, or radiation contaminated versions of 
these. The ruJe base is built up using linguistic inference 
statements such as. for example: 

• if weight is heavy and size is small then density 
is high ) 

• if density is high and ineial content is high then 
object is lead). 

These rules arc presendy derived from experience ty 
Uuiruui operators with, die detectors and a set of known test 
items. A future version of Lhe system will have a neural 
network b?.sed automated learning capability. 

Fuzzy set theory was first developed by L. Zadch [4] 
and has been refined with some success in recent years for 
decision and control applications, particularly by the 
Japanese [5]. We have found dial the fuzzy logic system 
is rathe: easy to design and train, which cuts development 
costs considerably. The system is also quite flexible in 
allowing additional sensors or a-priori data to he 
incorporated smoothly. 

Classification accuracy is quite high as well. We 
performed an experiment with several test radiation 
sources to compare the fuzzy logic rales for determining 
ihe radioisotope to a simple detection threshold method. 
The gamma spectrometer data was divided into four energy 
bands designed to detect the main emission lines of 
Americium 241, Thorium 232. Cesium 137, and Cobalt 
60, respectively. However, some of the emission spectra 
overlap, mat is, signature information concerning tnc 
presence of Thorium is present in the Cesium, and so cm. 
so it is expected (hat a pattern recognition approach should 
do belter than a simple threshold of counts in the 
respective bands. In one experiment we tested sources 

located from 80 to 150 mm from ihe detector, and did an 
equal number of tests wiib no source present. The fuzzy 
logic system conrccdy identified the isotopes with 100% 
accuracy, while the threshold system bad only 94% 
accuracy (one false alarm) with a 200 count threshold, and 
72% accuracy (four incorrect classifications and two false 
alarms) with a 100 count threshold. As the sources were 
separated from the detector by larger distances the signal 
became weaker, so the sensor and fuzzy logic system 
began to fail to detect the radiation. However, even with 
weak signals, the isotope signature is often still present. 
We set up die fuzzy logic system to guess me isotope, 
even if me radiation count was low. At one point it was 
noted that where the threshold system was failing nearly 
100% Df the lime, the fuzzy classifier â& making coneci 
guesses vim about 50% accuracy. 

Integrated Workcell Control: 
The software architecture was one of supervisor)' 

control within the confines of Cimetrix Inc.'s Robline 
system. See Figure 7 for a pictorial representation oi the 
software architecture. Each component of me drawing is 
explained below. 

The Scrap Sorting Supervisor process orchestrates die 
work of each of the programmable workcell devices 
througn the device supervisor programs. The supervisor 
requests an action from a device supervisor and in return is 
informed as to whether the operation succeeds or fails. If 
the operation succeeds and data results, this data is also 
returned to die supervisor. Based on the success or failure 
of die operauon and die data returned, the next operauon is 
performed. All communication to die device supervisors 
occurs through Uae Robline abstraction of a signal, which 
is accessed via the Robline API (Application 
Programmer's Interface). Internally, Robline handles diese 
signals by passmg messages \o \\s server and then on to 
lbe process that is the target of the message. 

Each Device Supervisor process loops, waiting to 
receive a Start message from the supervisor. Once dial 
message is received the device supervisor proceeds Uirough 
its initialization sequence. The last action of the 
initialization is to initialize the actual device by calling 
die Robline function set_robot with die argument being 
die name of die device, defined in ibe Robline simulated 
workcell. to be supervised. At dial time die device 
supervisor loops receiving and processing commands from 
me supervisor. The set of commands differs for each 
device. These commands are processed using calls in me 
Robline API, which Robline translates into its device 
commands and passes on to the appropriate device driver 
Uirough die Robline communication system. Each device 
supports a Quit command which signals the device 
supervisor to clean up, terminate the processing of events, 
and terminate the device supervisor itself. Currcntiy the 
supported devices arc two conveyor transport systems, a 
3D camera, an optical profiler, a Nal radiation detector, a 
mtval detector, a slides system to raise awl lawec detectws. 
and a Puma 562 robot. Currently die Puma robot 



supervisor maintains communication, via a Unix Socket, 
with a vision process thai is used for autonomous 
grasping capabilities. This is done because of the 
limitations 0 f data communication via Robline signals. 

The Device Driver is written in accordance with the 
specification given by Cimetrix Inc. for communicating 
with a programmable device (a robot) in the Robline 
system. At this time there are 19 functions that must be 
supported. This device driver is linked with a Cimetrix 
Inc. supplied portion of die driver so that a link to 
Robline is completed for a device named in die Robline 
simulated workcell. The job of me device driver is to lake 
die 19 general purpose Robline device commands, 
translate them into the LLNL. protocol, send them ID die 
appropriate device server on one of the real-time 

indicated by the call. The LLNL implementation of mis 
device driver creates a link to a device specific server that 
runs on a real-time VME based computer. The LLNL 

implementation is generic in nature such that Uiere is a 
single driver of which a copy is run for each device in we 
workcell. Thus wiUi "n" devices in the workcell. "n" 
copies of the same device driver arc started by Robline. 
Via a configuration mechanism in Robline each copy of 
die device driver is able to be told to which device server it 
is to connect. 

The Device Server receives ihe LLNL protocol 
messages from the device driver, performs the necessary 
operations to complete die command indicated by die 
message, and replies widi the completion status or die 
data indicated by die message. The nature of the server is 
basically general in thai each handles the same set of 
messages, but differs in tiie manner in which Uiose 
messages are handled. The device servers make use of 

VxWorks environment to communicate with the devices 
for which diere are interfaces. 

Communication to 
other tl mesh art d 
computers for m 
additional information 

Scrap Sorting 
perviso. 

Time Share 

l^paltimp VJteartimc \^S • ealtime 

The Cimetrix Robline API is a library of "C functions that send messages to the Roblinc server, 
which in turn notifies the target Robline urogram of the message. 

Arrows on lines indicate the direction of ihe flow of data. The solid lines are System V messages 
handled Internally by the Rahline package. The smaller dashed lines are Unix Sockets, using the 
TCP/IP protocol. The larger dashed lines are backplane communications on t ie realtime 
computer. 

The timeshared computer is an SGI 4D/330. The realtim'-- computers (there are more than one) 
arcYMEcompYiant 0*0*5, running"Vx'YfortvS. 



Real Time System 
Each device in the work cell follows the basic 

structure shown in Figure 8. There is a hardware driver 
with developed debugging tools for each system. These 
debugging tools have two forms. One debug tool is a 
system for monitoring operations of sensors in a 
minimally obtrusive manor. The second debug tool is a 
server bypass. This tool allows the operator to input 
commands independent of the server. This ability to 
bypass the server allows an extra degree of freedom in 
debugging die server. Next, the hardware driver 
communicates with specific I/O hardware, which in mm 
communicates with the hardware external to the VME 
rack. 

Hardware 
Test Code Server 

T i 

Server 

T 
f 

Hardware 
Driver 
Hardware 
Driver 

Real Time 
System 
Monitors 

Hardware 
Driver 

Real Time 
System 
Monitors 

Real Time 
System 
Monitors T 

I/O I 
External 
Hardware 

Figure 8. The basic so f tware s t ruc ture cf 
the sensors and manipulators 

Most of tiie debugging tools are a byproduct of die 
real time operating system. The operating system used is 
VxWorks from Wind Rivers. The operating system 
allows for multiple processes to be running in 
background, while the user maintains access to the 
foreground system. The foreground process allow for the 
immediate execution, of real time Cuo.cti.aus ami Uae 
spawning of new background tasks. To maintain this 
access to die foreground system, all background processes 
must periodically suspend for sufficieni ume to allow for 
any requested foreground processing. 

Each hardware driver is controlled from global 
memory. a n c l ' ^ responses are stored in global memory. 
These global memory points allow the operator to 

examine and manipulate the devices widi the tools 
provided by VxWorks while the servers are running. 
Functions can easily be written to periodically display 
global memory 

As an example, the conveyor system is described in 
Figure 9. The conveyor driver has two functions. First, 
the conveyor driver initializes the system by moving Uac 
conveyor to a known position and calibrating the encoder 
reader. Second, the conveyor driver has a spawned 
background control loop shown in figure 3 which controls 
die movement of the conveyor. 

The conveyor control loop uses two separate I/O 
systems- The conveyor uses a digital to analog converter 
to communicate with a velocity control servo amplifier 
and it aJso uses an encoder reader to monitor die conveyors 
position. The control loop uses two global variables as 
external inputs for desired position and desired velocity. 
With this information, the controller determines die 
desired velocity of d*e coaveyot every 100 iu&. Thesfi 
global variables can be modified by the server or the 
conveyorl test code. This multiple padi input allows for 
generalized debugging or manual manipulation if die 
server is not functioning. In addition die actual position 
and velocity commands can be periodically displayed 
without overburdening the cpu. 
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Figure 9. The basic sof tware structure of 
the conveyor sys tem 
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Figure 10. Conveyor Control Loop 

Figure 1 1 : ROBLINE Graphical Simulation 
of Workcell 

Future Flans 
Tne Robline abstraction of a signal only allows the 

communication of a single integer at a time. This is 
somewhat cumbersome for some of the devices that must 
be supervised. For some devices several pieces of 
information must be exchanged and for otfiers floating 
point numbers or strings need to be passed. The 
conimunication mechanism between die supervisor and 
each device supervisor will be upgraded to use a ctstom 
message protocol for each device via Unix Sockets rather 
than Robline signals. 

In order to add more data for more specific 
classification, support for the JR3 force sensor, a 
Germanium radiation detector, and a lazy susan will be 
added 

It would be preferable to make as many operations 
occur concurrently as possible. Upgrades in hardware, 
such as a multi-amplifier controller for the sliders, will 
enable concurrent movement of detectors. More complex 
interprocess protocols will enable orchestration of 
multiple devices in a non-sequential fashion while still 
maintaining sequence at those times it is necessary. At 
the same time error detection and recovery for unsuccessful 
operations will still be possible. 

Our future plans also include an upgrade of our metal 
detector capabilities to a system siinilar to those used in 
the food processing industry, which have greater 
sensitivity and higher sample throughputs. We plan to 
employ three Nal detectors, one above and one at each side 
of the conveying system, to increase sample tiiroughpui 
while completely determining the presence of gamma-
radiation. In addition, we vill incorporate two HPGe 
detectors, one in-plane and one out-of-plane to the 
rotational axis, to improve our characterization 
capabilities ^ r objects that contain high Z materials which 
absorb radi. o i. We will also incorporate a weighing 
instrument i provide automatic sample weight for 
conversion of measured radioactivity to nCi/g. For meial 
discrimination and identification of non-radioactive items, 
we have proposed using neutron interrogation techniques. 

Conclusion 
We have demonstrated automatic control of a robotic 

workcell that fuses mulii sensor feedback with supervisory 
robot control to characterize and sort previously unknown 
objects from hazardous waste drums. The development of 
this capability is a first step in proving the feasibility of 
an automated system for hazardous \vaste characterization 
and sorting that will be needed in the coming years at 
DOE and other sites around die country. 
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